
IoT and Mobile enabled technologies are transforming the way
that transport and logistics firms can deliver excellent services
and improve business productivity. The dawning of this new era
of connected vehicles is bringing together transport and logistics
providers and mobile networking technologies to accelerate this
innovation even further. This transformation is happening fast,
driving real-time customer service applications, improving driver
and vehicle safety and reducing business operating costs. 

At Simovate we help Enterprise IT leaders to blend the right
combination of 4G, 5G and IoT mobile networks and next-
generation data networking technologies to address these
challenges. Inspiring new ways to deploy and manage on-board
and depot technologies, enabling consolidation of connectivity
onto a single connected mobile gateway and improving security
with the use of private mobile networking technologies. For
corporate IT teams, our ‘plug and play’ mobile networking
solutions are easy to deploy and can quickly enhance vehicle
connectivity and coverage, whilst providing IT with enhanced
control and visibility when it’s required.

Transport, Logistics &
Connected Vehicles

This rapidly transforming environment, creates a new range of challenges
for IT leaders and teams:

Ensuring IT teams can effectively
access on board systems & technology
to provide remote support to vehicles
& drivers.

Making sure that mobile costs & usage
don’t spiral out of control, at a time
when budgets simply have to be met.

Providing secure & real time rapid
transfer of confidential data to
communicate with company systems & to
update tracking & location services.

Delivering high quality connectivity that
can keep their vehicles & technology
connected at all times when on the road.

IT Challenges

Enabling Better Connected
Vehicles & Technology



By leveraging 4G, 5G and IoT network services from across all mobile
networks, we can help IT teams to deliver high-quality mobile
connectivity that is tailored business need, removing the reliance on
the service of just one mobile network. All delivered as part of one
fully managed service and contract.

Our managed services cover all UK networks, and we can also deliver innovative “Multi-Network”
services that can access all UK networks on an intelligent e-SIM, with a wide range of configurable
data allowances. Our services can also be deployed across the EU/Europe.

By combining the right mobile network with the right networking devices and technologies, we
can help IT teams to significantly enhance mobile signal where it’s poor (both for vehicles and
handheld devices) to better meet the businesses needs and to keep drivers and services
working efficiently. And with private mobile networking, we can help IT teams to streamline
support, invoke real-time network and performance monitoring without the need for legacy
technologies like VPN’s.

By applying security and management controls into both the network and device layers of our services, we can
help IT teams to address the challenges of managing security and accessing corporate systems and data in a
range of innovative ways that are not possible with traditional mobile broadband and data services. 

With both internet-based services and private mobile networking services (that bypass the public internet
entirely) we can help your IT team to reduce mobile worker cyber & security threats, protect corporate and
confidential customer data, whilst improving support for drivers and remote support teams.

Improving Business Productivity

Enhancing Data Security & Control

Empowering Connected Thinking

Enabling Better Connected Vehicles

0330 150 214

hello@simovate.io

simovate.io

Simovate is an innovative new independent managed
mobile data networking provider and support platform
designed specifically for enterprise IT teams.

About

Our Simovate Mobile Networking Services include a comprehensive and tailored support package as
standard; along with integrated access to a wide range of innovative mobile network, cloud and
networking technologies. All delivered by a named team, under one simple service agreement:

Combine multiple mobile networks & services
under one managed contract

Proactive tariff & usage management including
in month data usage alerts & reporting

Informative management reporting through
Utelize’s “Inview Mobile” Portal

Independent specialist advice on mobile
networking, security & technology

Optional public & private IP addresses - for
enhanced network management & control

Optional managed router & network monitoring
- for 24/7 365 remote location support


